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To intercept a fast target at destination, hand movements must be centrally triggered ahead of target arrival to compensate for neuro-
mechanical delays. The role of visual-motion cortical areas is unclear. They likely feed downstream parietofrontal networks with signals
reflecting target motion, but do they also contribute internal timing signals to trigger the motor response? We disrupted the activity of
human temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and middle temporal area (hMT/V5�) by means of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
while subjects pressed a button to intercept targets accelerated or decelerated in the vertical or horizontal direction. Target speed was
randomized, making arrival time unpredictable across trials. We used either repetitive TMS (rTMS) before task execution or double-
pulse TMS (dpTMS) during target motion. We found that after rTMS and dpTMS at 100 –200 ms from motion onset, but not after dpTMS
at 300 – 400 ms, the button-press responses occurred earlier than in the control, with time shifts independent of target speed. This
suggests that activity in TPJ and hMT/V5� can feed downstream regions not only with visual-motion information, but also with internal
timing signals used for interception at destination. Moreover, we found that TMS of hMT/V5� affected interception of all tested motion
types, whereas TMS of TPJ significantly affected only interception of motion coherent with natural gravity. TPJ might specifically gate
visual-motion information according to an internal model of the effects of gravity.
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Introduction
Intercepting a moving target at destination requires predictive
timing of the motor responses to compensate for sensorimotor
delays (Tresilian and Plooy, 2006; Zago et al., 2008). In primates,
several brain regions contribute the necessary visual and motor
information (Merchant et al., 2004; Indovina et al., 2005; Miller
et al., 2008; Senot et al., 2008). Recordings in monkey motor
cortex and area 7a showed firing patterns timed to either the
target or the hand movement (Port et al., 2001; Merchant et al.,
2004). Less is known about the role in interception of earlier
cortical regions sensitive to visual motion, such as the middle
temporal area (MT/V5), medial superior temporal area (MST),
or temporoparietal junction (TPJ). They likely feed visual-
motion information (e.g., target direction and speed) into down-

stream regions, but do they also contribute internal timing
signals?

A role for hMT/V5� (putative human homolog of MT/MST)
and posterior parietal cortex in time perception has been sug-
gested by recent evidence that TMS of these two areas interferes
with discrimination of the time duration of visual targets (Bueti
et al., 2008). Moreover TMS of hMT/V5� slowed down catching
movements toward horizontally moving targets (Schenk et al.,
2005) and a similar impairment in catching has been reported in
a patient with bilateral lesion of hMT/V5� (Schenk et al., 2000).
Reduced catching speed might result from disruption of timing
signals, consistent with the hypothesis that visual-motion regions
may contribute to compute interception timing. However, these
results might also reflect underestimates of target speed, as it is
known that target speed is underestimated after TMS of hMT/
V5� in speed discrimination tasks (Matthews et al., 2001), or
lesions of hMT/V5� (Barton et al., 1996) and monkey MT in
eye-tracking tasks (Newsome et al., 1985).

fMRI studies showed activation of hMT/V5� during button-
press interception of targets accelerated downward by gravity or
decelerated downward by reversed gravity (Indovina et al., 2005;
Miller et al., 2008). Instead, TPJ regions were activated preferen-
tially by downward accelerating targets, suggesting a specializa-
tion for visual gravitational motion. However, these fMRI studies
provided no conclusive evidence for a direct role of the visual-
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motion regions in interception timing, because these regions
were also activated by viewing target motion.

To investigate causal relationships between TPJ or hMT/V5�
activity and the timing of interception, here we disrupted their
activity by means of TMS while subjects pressed a button to in-
tercept accelerated or decelerated targets at destination without
performance feedback. Target speed was randomized, making
arrival time unpredictable from trial to trial. In different experi-
ments, the target moved vertically under gravity or horizontally
without gravity.

We expected that TMS of hMT/V5� should affect intercep-
tion of accelerating and decelerating targets to a comparable ex-
tent, independent of gravity effects and motion direction,
whereas TMS of TPJ should affect preferentially interception of
targets accelerated downward by gravity, consistent with the hy-
pothesis that TPJ is specialized for visual gravitational motion.

Moreover, if TMS of TPJ or hMT/V5� affected interception
only by altering the visual estimates of target motion, the per-
turbed responses should be time shifted relative to the control
responses by an amount dependent on target speed. If instead
TMS affected interception also by altering internal timing signals,
the perturbed responses should be time shifted by an amount
independent of target speed.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirty-five subjects (16 women, 19 men) aged between 20 and 32 years
(mean age: 23.7 years) participated in this study. They had no known
history of neurological disorders and met the additional safety criteria for
TMS (Wassermann, 1998). All subjects were right handed, as determined
by using an abbreviated version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
(Oldfield, 1971). The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Santa Lucia Foundation, and all participants provided written informed
consent.

Setup, visual stimuli, and tasks
Subjects were seated in a semidarkened room with the head restrained by
a forehead and chin rest, facing a 21“ CRT display (Philips, model
201B40, 1024 � 768 pixels, 85 Hz refresh rate) at a distance of 1.10 m.
They wore a tightly fitting Lycra swimming cap, small earphones, and
surface cup electrodes for electro-oculography (EOG) throughout the
experiment.

Vertically moving targets. A picture of a human figure standing next to
a building and holding a basket was projected on the visual display. In
each trial of the Interception task (IT), a ball (0.5° visual angle) descended
from the cornice at the top of the building into the basket (4 m trajectory
in picture coordinates, 9.3° visual angle). The overall motion duration
(MD) was made unpredictable from trial to trial by randomizing the
value of initial speed of the target. There were 4 possible MD, equally
spaced between 700 and 890 ms. The corresponding range of mean target
speeds was 4.5–5.71 m s �1 (10.5–13.3° s �1). The magnitude of ball ac-
celeration was set at 9.81 m s �2 (22.9° s �2) in all trials, but its direction
was congruent with either natural gravity ( g trials, downward acceler-
ated) or unnatural reversed gravity (�g trials, downward decelerated). g
trials and �g trials were presented in alternated miniblocks (see below).
Subjects were instructed to press a mouse button with the right index at
the same time as the ball arrived within the basket, while maintaining
gaze fixation on a red dot (0.36°) at the center of the basket throughout
trial duration. No feedback was given to the subjects about their perfor-
mance. The nominal temporal accuracy required to correctly intercept
each target was �12 ms (monitor refresh time).

Horizontally moving targets. In IT trials, the moving target was repre-
sented by a motorcycle traveling along a horizontal road. The motorcycle
appeared on the left side of the scene and moved rightwards before hit-
ting a wall with its front wheel (4 m trajectory in picture coordinates, 9.3°
visual angle). In separate blocks of trials, the motorcycle either acceler-
ated or decelerated at the same rate (9.81 ms �2) we used for the vertically

moving targets. As before, motion duration (MD) in each trial was ran-
domly chosen among 4 different values. Subjects were instructed to press
the mouse button with the right index at the same time as the front wheel
of the motorcycle hit the wall. They maintained fixation on a red dot
(0.36°) at the point of impact on the wall surface throughout trial
duration.

Visual reaction time task. In separate blocks of trials of protocol 1 and
protocol 4 (see below), subjects also performed a visual reaction time task
(RTT). Moving targets (the ball or the motorcycle) were not presented in
these trials; instead, the fixation dot expanded by 1.7 times for 200 ms
after a delay from the beginning of the trial randomly chosen among 4
values that matched the movement durations of the visual targets in the
interception task. Subjects were instructed to press the button as soon as
possible after the expansion of the fixation dot.

General procedures and recording apparatus. Subjects familiarized with
the behavioral tasks during a training session, which took place on the
same day when we acquired the MRI anatomical scan (2–7 d before the
TMS experiment) and consisted of 40 RTT trials and 180 IT trials.
Button-press responses were recorded by sampling the analog output of
a custom-made mouse at 1 kHz. EOG was recorded by means of Ag–AgCl
surface cup electrodes (Grass, model: F-E9M) that were placed bitempo-
rally to monitor horizontal eye movements, and above and below the
right eye to monitor vertical eye movements. EOG signals were ampli-
fied, low-pass filtered (10 Hz cutoff), and sampled at 1 kHz. We cali-
brated the EOG signals by asking subjects to perform a series of eye
movements in response to step displacements of a white target dot (0.5°)
projected on the computer display. A series of target steps was used to
sample the display area of the monitor.

EMG activity of selected muscles of the right-hand (see below) was
recorded by means of two Ag–AgCl surface cup electrodes (Grass, model:
F-E9M), while a ground electrode was placed over the left wrist. EMG
responses were amplified (Grass, model 15A94), bandpass filtered, and
sampled (filtering and sampling varied according to the procedures, see
below). All signals recorded during the experiment (EOG, button
presses, and EMG) were digitally stored by means of a PC-based data
acquisition interface (Power 1401, Cambridge Electronic Design). A sec-
ond PC was dedicated to monitor head and TMS coil displacements with
the Optotrak system (see next section).

Transcranial magnetic stimulation
We used a figure 8 coil (Double 70 mm coil) connected to a SuperRapid
stimulation unit (Magstim).

hMT/V5+

TPJ

Figure 1. Stimulation sites. The contours of the target regions of interest are plotted (green
TPJ, blue hMT/V5�) on a 3D rendering of the right hemisphere of the MNI brain template. The
locations of the stimulation sites in the two groups of subjects of protocol 1 are shown for TPJ
(red) and hMT/V5� (yellow).
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Target stimulation sites. The locations of the target stimulation sites
were determined a priori in normalized stereotactic space [Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI)] on the basis of previous fMRI studies. For
TPJ, we selected two target stimulation sites from the mean brain volume
activated jointly by visual gravitational motion (using the contrast [g
trials � �g trials]) and vestibular caloric stimulation (using the contrast
[left ear stimuli � right ear stimuli] � baseline) in the fMRI study of
Indovina et al. (2005). These sites corresponded to two bilateral activa-
tion foci located on the surface of the supramarginal gyrus (BA 40): one
near the posterior end of the Sylvian fissure (MNI X, Y, Z coordinates:
�62, �36, 32 mm), and the other one more rostral and ventral at the
border with the parietal operculum and the superior temporal gyrus
(MNI coordinates: �61, �29, 21 mm). In a subset of 4 subjects of the
present study (1 from protocol 1, and 3 from protocol 2) we were able to
validate a posteriori the choice of TPJ stimulation sites as belonging to the
brain volume activated by visual gravitational motion in fMRI. These
subjects performed the interception tasks also during fMRI scanning
according to the procedures previously described (Indovina et al., 2005,
Miller et al., 2008). Single-subject analysis performed by means of statis-
tical parametric mapping on the contrast [interception of g targets �
interception of �g targets] revealed significant ( p � 0.01) peaks of ac-
tivity in TPJ: they were located at a mean distance of 6.7 mm from the
stimulation site used in the TMS experiments in the same subjects.

With regard to area hMT/V5�, the anatomical location and extent of
this area have been defined with good confidence by several neuroimag-
ing studies (e.g., Watson et al., 1993; Tootell and Taylor, 1995; see also
reviews by Van Essen, 2003; Orban et al., 2004). We centered the bilateral
target sites at the MNI coordinates (�52, �71, 0 mm) of the activation
foci reported by Orban et al. (2003). Although the criterion of identifi-
cation of the target sites was exclusively anatomical, before the TMS
experiment in 7 blindfolded subjects (three belonging to protocol 2, two
to protocol 3, and one each to protocol 1 and 4) we verified that single-
pulse TMS (intensity: 60 – 80% of the maximum stimulator output) ap-
plied on the selected site for hMT/V5� produced the visual illusion of
moving phosphenes, a technique that may be also used to functionally
identify hMT/V5� (Whitney et al., 2007).

Figure 1 illustrates the contour of the targeted region within the TPJ
region (dark green line, BA40 drawn from Caret partitioning scheme,
Van Essen 2005) and the borders of area hMT/V5� (blue line, also drawn
from Caret) plotted on a 3D fiducial rendering of the MNI brain template
along with the actual locations of the stimulation sites (TPJ, red symbols;
hMT/V5�, yellow symbols) of one series of experiments of the present
study (protocol 1). The mean MNI coordinates of the TMS cortical sites
for each experimental protocol are reported in Table 1, along with the
distances from the selected target locations. In addition, for the hMT/
V5� sites the table reports the distances between the MNI coordinates of
these stimulation sites and the coordinates of fMRI activation peaks re-
ported by Orban et al. (2003) for two neighboring visual motion areas,
LOS/KO and hV3a, which could be accidentally targeted in TMS studies
investigating hMT/V5� (Sack et al., 2006).

In addition to TPJ and hMT/V5�, for protocol 2 (see below), we
stimulated the vertex (at the position Cz of the 10 –20 International EEG
system).

The coil was positioned on the scalp over the target stimulation sites by
means of a coregistration technique onto individual anatomical MRI and
held firmly in place with a multiple degrees of freedom mechanical arm
(Magic Arm, Manfrotto). During each experimental session, we moni-

tored the coil position so as to detect any displacement of the coil hotspot
outside a volume of 7 mm radius centered on the target coordinates
of the cortical site. When this occurred, the experiment was halted tem-
porarily and resumed once the coil was repositioned on the desired scalp
site (for a detailed description of these procedures and further details on
TMS target site localization and validation, see supplemental material,
available at www.jneurosci.org).

TMS intensity. Stimulation intensity for the experiments was ex-
pressed relative to the individual resting motor threshold (THR) deter-
mined before each TMS experiment. To this end, we recorded the motor
evoked potentials (MEP) from the abductor pollicis brevis (APB) muscle
of the right-hand. TMS coil was positioned tangentially to the scalp over-
lying the left motor cortex at a 45° angle from the midline, with the
handle pointing backwards. EMG activity was recorded from the APB by
placing the active electrode over the muscle belly and the reference elec-
trode over the first metacarpophalangeal joint. EMG responses were
bandpass filtered at 30 Hz to 3 kHz, and sampled at 5 kHz. We deter-
mined the hot spot for the APB muscle starting with a stimulation inten-
sity of 30% of the maximum stimulator output, increasing intensity with
5%-increments, and moving the coil with 0.5 cm steps over the scalp. We
considered the subject’s THR as the stimulation intensity at which �50%
of the responses were �50 �V. The mean THR across all subjects was
63.5% (�5.9 SD). There was no significant difference in THR between
each group of subjects who participated in different experimental proto-
cols ( p � 0.9, Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA).

TMS paradigms. We used two complementary approaches, off-line
and event-related, to interfere with the neural activity of hMT/V5� and
TPJ. In the off-line protocol (protocol 1, see below), we applied low-
frequency repetitive TMS (rTMS) before the execution of blocks of test
trials. It is known that rTMS applied for the duration of several minutes
produces disruption of the activity of the stimulated brain region that
outlasts the rTMS train for approximately half of its duration (Pascual-
Leone et al., 2000; Walsh and Cowey, 2000; Robertson et al., 2003). rTMS
was delivered over either TPJ or hMT/V5� at 1 Hz for 10 min, with a
stimulation intensity equal to 70% of the maximum stimulator output.
Seventy percent of the maximum stimulator output corresponded to
106.7 � 9.2% (mean � SD) of the individual THR, a value comparable to
the 110% of the individual THR used for the 2 other protocols.

In protocols 2 and 3, we used an event-related approach in which
magnetic pulses are applied at different times during each test trial, ref-
erenced to trial onset. Event-related TMS is used to characterize temporal
aspects of the processing of a target cortical region by defining time
windows of cortical inactivation during the test trial (Pascual-Leone et
al., 2000). In particular, we used double-pulse TMS (dpTMS, 100-ms
interpulse interval) (Fig. 2 B) over two time windows. dpTMS was ap-
plied either 100 ms (dpTMS-100) or 300 ms after trial onset (dpTMS-
300) with a stimulation intensity equal to 110% of the individual THR. If
we assume that each TMS pulse delivered at this intensity interferes with
cortical function for �50 –100 ms after its delivery (Pascual-Leone et al.,
2000, Siebner and Rothwell, 2003), dpTMS-100 may have transiently
disrupted cortical activity over �100 –300 ms after trial onset. By the
same token, dpTMS-300 may have transiently inactivated the cortex over
�300 –500 ms after trial onset.

None of the subjects reported altered perception of the visual stimuli
during the experimental sessions, although the demanding attentional
requirements of the motor task might have masked potential TMS effects
on perception.

Table 1. TMS site localization

TPJ hMT/V5�

Protocol Mean MNI coordinates (� SD) Target distance (mm) Mean MNI coordinates (� SD) Target distance (mm) LOS distance (mm) hV3a distance (mm)

1 65, �36.6, 30.1 (1.2, 3.3, 3.6) 3.6 55, �67.8, 1.8 (1.4, 2.2, 3.0) 4.7 20.7 31.4
2 67, �25.7, 22.7 (0.6, 3.5, 2.9) 7 55.8, �68.2, 2.5 (1.5, 1.9, 4.8) 5.3 21.0 31.7
3 �62.5, �36.2, 30 (2.5, 6.6, 3.9) 2.1 �49.8, �71.0, 3.3 (0.7, 2, 2.7) 3.9 15.2 32.0
4 65.3, �35, 27.3 (1.2, 4.1, 4.4) 5.8 56.8, �66.8, 0.8 (1.9, 1.3, 3.3) 6.4 22.7 33.5

The table reports the mean (� SD) MNI coordinates across subjects of the TPJ and hMT/V5 � stimulation sites for the four TMS protocols. For TPJ the distance between the mean coordinates of the stimulation site and either one of the two
target sites (�62, �36, 32 or �61, �29, 21) drawn from the fMRI activations of Indovina et al. (2005) is reported. For hMT/V5�, the distances between the mean coordinates of the stimulation site and the fMRI activation peaks in MNI
coordinates drawn from Orban et al. (2003) for hMT/V5� (target site, �52, �71, 0), LOS/KO (�42, �84, 2) and hV3a (33, �90, 5 and �27, �93, 8) are also reported.
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We took specific measures to reduce the probability of interference
with the motor responses by nonspecific auditory and somatosensory
stimuli associated with dpTMS (Pascual-Leone et al., 1992; Terao et al.,
1997). To minimize auditory artifacts, we masked the click noise of the
coil discharge with white noise delivered continuously through ear-
phones. To reduce somatosensory artifacts, we made fine adjustments of
the coil orientation and position at the target site, until the occurrence
and the magnitude of the muscle twitches and eye blinks that may ac-
company TMS were minimal. Finally, to control directly for TMS arti-
facts, we used vertex or sham-TMS (depending on the experimental
protocol, see below) as control conditions. These conditions should elicit
auditory and somatosensory artifacts similar to those associated with test
TMS, without effectively stimulating the cortical sites of interest.

Experimental protocols
Protocol 1. Twelve subjects participated in this protocol: half of them
received rTMS on the right TPJ, and the other half on the right hMT/

V5�. All subjects intercepted descending targets (IT, task of interest) and
responded in reaction time to the expansion of the fixation point (RTT,
control task) (see Fig. 2 A).

They performed two blocks of 100 trials (intertrial interval � 2 s; block
duration � 3 min, 46 s). The first block was performed at the beginning
of the experiment (pre-rTMS control), whereas the other block of trials
was performed immediately after rTMS of the cortical site (post-rTMS
block). Each block comprised four miniblocks of 20 IT trials with either
g or �g motion, and one miniblock of 20 RTT trials, which was always
presented in the middle position within the miniblock sequence. The
starting order of miniblocks with either g or �g trials was counterbal-
anced across subjects. Each block included 80 IT trials (10 repetitions of
8 experimental conditions, corresponding to 2 accelerations � 4 MD)
and 20 RTT trials (5 repetitions of 4 experimental conditions corre-
sponding to 4 expansion delays).

We also tested the effects of rTMS on TPJ and hMT/V5� within a
subset of 6 subjects (4 from the hMT/V5� group and 2 from the TPJ
group). To this end, we applied 10 min rTMS of the second cortical site,
following a 30 min recovery period after the stimulation of the first
cortical site. Immediately after rTMS of the second cortical site, subjects
performed one additional block of trials with the same trial structure
described above. The order of stimulation was hMT/V5� first and TPJ
next in 4 subjects, and vice versa in 2 subjects.

Protocol 2. There were 3 groups of 6 subjects each: the first group
received dpTMS on the right TPJ, the second one on the right hMT/V5�,
and the third one on the vertex. One subject from this TPJ group had
participated also in the hMT/V5� group of protocol 1 approximately 7
months earlier.

The experiment consisted of two blocks of 120 IT trials with either g or
�g motion (intertrial interval � 4.5 s) (see Fig. 2 B). During each block,
40 trials (10 for each MD) were performed without TMS (no-TMS con-
trol trials), 40 trials with dpTMS-100, and 40 trials with dpTMS-300. The
presentation order of the trials within a given block was randomized for
MD and TMS condition (control, dpTMS-100, and dpTMS-300),
whereas the block order was counterbalanced across subjects.

Protocol 3. In 6 subjects we applied dpTMS on the left TPJ, dpTMS on
left hMT/V5�, and sham dpTMS over the left TPJ site (as intrasubject
control condition). For sham dpTMS, the coil was placed perpendicular
to the scalp. The general block structure was the same as in protocol 2,
except that now each subject performed six blocks of IT trials, 2 for each
TMS site. Thus, every two blocks subjects were given a 10 min pause,
during which the coil was repositioned to the next TMS site. Both block
order ( g or �g motion) and order of dpTMS site were counterbalanced
across subjects.

Protocol 4. We studied the interception of horizontally moving targets
in 6 subjects who had previously participated (�1 year earlier) in exper-
imental protocols with vertical targets (5 subjects from protocol 1 and 1
subject from protocol 2). The general layout of the experiment was iden-
tical to protocol 1 (see Fig. 2 A). The subjects underwent rTMS of either
the right TPJ or the right hMT/V5� in two separate experimental ses-
sions at least 24 h apart (typically 3 d apart). As in protocol 1, in each
experimental session subjects performed two blocks of 100 trials (inter-
trial interval � 2 s; block duration � 3 min, 46 s), one as pre-rTMS
control and the other one immediately after rTMS of the cortical site
(post-rTMS block). Each block comprised four miniblocks of 20 IT trials
with either accelerated or decelerated motion, and one miniblock of 20
RTT trials. The starting order of miniblocks with either accelerated or
decelerated trials was counterbalanced across subjects whereas the
miniblock of RTT trials was invariably positioned in the middle of the
miniblock sequence. Finally, the order of stimulation of the two cortical
sites was also counterbalanced across subjects.

Estimate of the neuromechanical delay. Transmission time (TT) be-
tween motor cortex and electrical muscle activity was estimated from the
latency of MEP relative to the TMS pulse: mean latency was 23.7 (�0.46
SEM) across all experiments and subjects. This mean value is in good
agreement with the TT previously estimated from the time lead of MEG
signals recorded over primary motor cortex relative to EMG activity of
finger muscles during isometric contractions (Salenius et al., 1997) and
with values reported by other TMS studies (Hallett, 2000). In separate
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Figure 2. Experimental protocols. Block sequence and structure are shown for the low-
frequency repetitive TMS (rTMS) experiments and double-pulse TMS (dpTMS) experiments in A
and B, respectively. IT and RTT are miniblocks of interception trials and reaction-time trials,
respectively. In B, dpTMS could be applied at either 100 –200 ms (dpTMS-100) or 300 – 400 ms
(dpTMS-300) after target motion onset, presumably interfering with cortical activity during the
gray and green time window, respectively.
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experiments, we estimated the delay ( D) between the onset of the EMG
activity recorded from the first lumbrical muscle (a flexor of the meta-
carpophalangeal joint of the index finger) and the time of the button
press. In these experiments, six subjects performed one block of 100 trials
(80 IT and 20 RTT trials) with the same trial sequence as in protocol 1.
EMG responses were bandpass filtered at 20 –200 Hz and sampled at 1
kHz. EMG signals were then rectified and digitally low-pass filtered (bi-
directional, cutoff frequency � 20 Hz, second order Butterworth filter).
We computed the onset of the EMG activity as the time when EMG
activity first reached 30% of its peak value and measured the time interval
between the EMG onset and the button press. We found that the mean
value of D was 50.8 ms (� 4.48 SEM) for IT responses, whereas it was 44.7
ms (� 4.29 SEM) for RTT responses (the difference between D value for
IT and D value for RTT was not significantly different from zero; p � 0.09
paired t test). One can estimate the overall neuromechanical delay (�)
between motor cortex activation and button-press response as � � TT �
D. Thus, � 	 75 ms for IT responses.

Data analysis
We discarded from the dataset all the trials that did not comply with the
following prerequisites: (1) gaze fixation was maintained throughout the
trial; and (2) during dpTMS, the coil hotspot remained within a spherical
volume of 7 mm radius centered on the target site coordinates. We ver-
ified that subjects maintained fixation by analyzing the EOG signals re-
corded during each trial to detect possible eye movements. To this end,
we first analyzed the EOG signals recorded during the calibration routine
and computed the eye movement threshold. The threshold was defined
as half the lowest peak eye velocity recorded during the calibration eye
movements. Then, we analyzed the EOG signals recorded during the IT
and RTT tasks and discarded the trials which showed suprathreshold
peak eye velocities. According to this criterion, we discarded 3.5% of the
total number of trials across subjects.

With regard to TMS coil positioning, we found that the hotspot of the
TMS coil was displaced outside the target cortical region only twice and
we discarded the corresponding trials.

The analysis of the response times was performed according to the
following procedures. For the IT trials, we computed the time of occur-
rence (TM) of the button press relative to the time of target motion onset.
The timing errors (TE) were computed as the difference between TM and
MD (target motion duration): negative values correspond to early re-
sponses, whereas positive values correspond to late responses. Mean TE
values were computed for each experimental condition and pooled
across subjects for subsequent group analyses. To assess the effects of
TMS on interception timing, we computed the difference (denoted 
TE)
between the TE values in TMS trials for each specific condition and the
corresponding values in control trials.

For the RTT trials, reaction time (RT) was computed as the difference
between the button-press time and the onset time of fixation point ex-
pansion. Based on data reported in visual RTT literature showing that
shortest RT responses are typically �180 ms (Teichner and Krebs, 1972;
Welford, 1988), we discarded response times shorter than 140 ms as they
were likely triggered before the visual stimulus onset. Mean response
times were computed for each expansion delay and then pooled across
subjects for later group analyses. To assess the effects of TMS on RT, we
computed the difference (denoted 
RT) between RT values in TMS trials
and RT values in control trials.

ANOVAs with TMS as repeated-measures factor were used to evaluate
the statistical significance of the TMS effects on the response times. The
analysis was performed separately for accelerated and decelerated trials,
using MD and fixation point expansion delay as additional factors to
account for the variability in IT and RTT trials, respectively. We evalu-
ated the statistical significance ( p � 0.05) of the main effect of TMS and
of the interaction between TMS and MD (TMS � MD), which tested a
potential dependence on the target MD of the TMS effects on motor
timing.

In addition, for those conditions that showed statistically significant
TMS effects on motor timing according to the ANOVA, we performed
multiple regression analyses which tested for linear and quadratic trends
of the 
TE with target MD or initial speed:


TE��0��1MD��2MD 2. (1)

This general regression model was submitted to an iterative backward
elimination of the least significant predictors (cutoff � � 0.05) to deter-
mine which independent predictors explained a significant fraction of
the dataset variance. We analyzed separately accelerated and decelerated
trials, either by pooling together data from all experiments or by consid-
ering data from each experimental protocol and TMS location separately.
Statistical analyses were performed using SYSTAT 9.0 (SPSS).

Numerical simulations
In all-or-none interception tasks, such as button-press interceptions,
subjects must program their response in a predictive manner, because
there is no possibility for corrections once the response is triggered. Most
predictive models of interception assume that an estimate of target time-
to-contact (TTC) is compared with a preset threshold value (�) during
target motion (Lee et al., 1983; Port et al., 1997; McIntyre et al., 2003;
Zago et al., 2004; Senot et al., 2005; Tresilian and Plooy, 2006). When the
threshold is reached, an interceptive program is executed generating a
motor response after a time delay �. � is comprised of processing time
reflecting internal delays in relaying visual information to motor regions
and motor command execution time (including neuromechanical de-
lays). If the neural estimates of target kinematics were exact and �
matched �, the interception response would be perfectly synchronized
with target arrival. In reality, visual estimates of target kinematics may be
noisy or inaccurate (Weiss et al., 2002), and � may overestimate or un-
derestimate TTC depending on target kinematics (Zago et al., 2004;
Senot et al., 2005). However, subjects might compensate for such errors
in TTC estimates by shortening � when TTC is overestimated, and
lengthening � when TTC is underestimated. A modulation of � might
therefore allow a more flexible control of interception. In all-or-none
interceptive responses, the component of � attributable to transmission
time (such as the neuromechanical delay) is probably unmodifiable, but
the component attributable to central processing time can be shortened
or lengthened as a function of task demands (Senot et al., 2005). Note
that, although � corresponds to the time interval intervening between
threshold time and motor response, the specific value of processing time
could be set at any time before threshold time.

TMS of TPJ or hMT/V5� might disrupt interception timing in two
different ways: (1) by altering the neural estimates of target kinematics, or
(2) by altering internal time delays. Estimated kinematic parameters
might be distorted by a factor s:

x̂ � spx (2)

x̂̇ � svẋ (3)

x̂̈ � saẍ (4)

where x, ẋ, and ẍ are the target position, speed, and acceleration at a given
time t, respectively, and “capped” variables denote the neural estimates of
the corresponding physical variables. A given parameter is correctly es-
timated when s � 1, whereas it is underestimated when s � 1 or overes-
timated when s � 1.

In the present experiments, the motion of the target moving from the
starting point to the arrival point is described by the following equations:

x � x0 � ẋ0t � 0.5ẍ0t2 (5)

ẋ � ẋ0 	 ẍ0t (6)

where x0 and ẋ0 are the initial distance from the arrival point and speed,
respectively, and ẍ0 is the constant acceleration of the target (ẍ0 � �9.81
m s �2, depending on trial type).

Let 
 denote the time elapsed after the onset of target motion when
threshold time � before the expected target arrival is reached. At that
time, the estimated kinematics is equivalent to

x̂
 � x̂̇
� 	 0.5 x̂̈�2 (7)

At the same time, actual target kinematics is
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x
 � x0 � ẋ0
 � 0.5ẍ0

2 (8)

ẋ
 � ẋ0 	 ẍ0
 (9)

Combining equations, we obtain

x̂
 � svẋ
� 	 0.5saẍ0�
2 � sp� x0 � ẋ0
 � 0.5ẍ0


2� (10)

Substituting and solving for 
 gives

0.5spẍ0

2 	 �spẋ0 	 svẍ0��
 � spx0 	 svẋ0� 	 0.5saẍ0�

2 � 0


 �
� �a 	 b� 	 ��a 	 b�2 � 2c�d 	 0.5e � f �

c
(11)

with a � spẋ0, b � svẍ0�, c � spẍo, d � svẋ0�, e � saẍ0�
2 and f

� spx0.

In sum, the predicted time of motor response relative to motion onset is
equivalent to

TM � � 	 


TM � � 	
� �a 	 b� 	 ��a 	 b�2 � 2c�d 	 0.5e � f �

c
(12)

and the corresponding value of the predicted response time relative to
actual target arrival time is

TE�TM�MD. (13)

Note that, for figure clarity, time-shifts and internal time delays have
been plotted as absolute values. We simulated the effects of TMS pre-
dicted by our different hypotheses in the following manner. (1) We as-
sumed that the neural estimate of target position, speed, or acceleration is
distorted by TMS according to Equations 2– 4. Then we used Equation 12
to compute the amount by which the TMS-perturbed response would be
time shifted (
�) relative to the control response as a result of the distor-
tion. The values of 
� are plotted as a function of sv as continuous curves
in Figure 3. Predictably, an increasing distortion of target speed leads to
an increasing time shift of the response. However, the magnitude of the
effect changes drastically with motion duration (MD), as shown by the
different slopes of the curves: curves labeled 1– 4 correspond to the 4 MD
of the present experiments in decreasing order of duration. We verified
that the overall qualitative trend of the simulations does not depend on

the specific choice of distortion parameters (for instance, whether TMS
induces a multiplicative or additive distortion of measured target speed).
Also, we verified that the trend remains qualitatively similar (although
the effects are much larger) if we assume that TMS distorts not only target
speed (sv  1), but also position (sp  1) and/or acceleration (sa  1). The
key point of these simulations reflects the intuitive notion that a distor-
tion of the neural estimates of target motion (as resulting from TMS)
should lead to a time shift of the motor response that depends on target
kinematics.

(2) We assumed that TMS alters the internal time delay �. The values
of the time shifts 
� are plotted as a function of the decrement in �
induced by TMS as the dashed line in Figure 3. Here all the curves cor-
responding to the 4 different motion durations coincide exactly, showing
that the time shifts are independent of MD, in contrast with the effects of
a distortion of estimated target kinematics.

We also compared quantitatively the experimentally observed re-
sponses TM to the responses TM* predicted by Equation 12, based on a
least-squares fitting procedure. For this analysis, we used the large dataset
of the experiments with vertical motion. TM values were computed sep-
arately for each motion duration and for g and �g trials. They were then
averaged across all corresponding trials of all subjects. Goodness-of-fit
was assessed via the root mean square error (RMSE) of TM* relative to
TM, as well as from the distribution of the residuals around the mean.
For the control trials, we set sp � sv � 1, sa � 0 (as in the tau model) (Lee
et al., 1983; Port et al., 1997) or sa � 1 (as in the internal model of gravity)
(McIntyre et al., 2001; Zago et al., 2004), and found the best-fitting values
of � and �. For the TMS (perturbed) trials, we followed two different
approaches to test the predictions of the hypotheses mentioned above.
(1) We best-fitted a variable value of sv to TMS data, while keeping � and
� fixed to the control values. (2) We best-fitted a variable value of � to
TMS data, while keeping sv and � fixed to the control values. We will not
report the results of changing � values, because they were similar to those
of changing sv. This is because � and s are multiplied together everywhere
in Equation 12, except for the term in ẍ0.

Results
Targets could move at one of two different accelerations (positive
or negative g), and one of four motion durations (depending on
the randomly chosen value of initial speed). Target arrival time at
destination was unpredictable from trial to trial. In different ex-
periments, target motion direction was either vertical or horizon-
tal. Because subjects were not provided with performance feed-
back, they could not use sensory error signals to correct their
performance with practice. Overall, the use of targets with dis-
tinctly different kinematics together with the presence of signifi-
cant motor errors results in a wide range of response times that
are amenable to correlation with the target kinematics. If TMS of
TPJ or hMT/V5� affects interception timing by altering the neu-
ral estimates of target motion, the TMS-perturbed responses
should be time shifted relative to the control responses by an
amount that depends on motion duration (see Fig. 3 and Mate-
rials and Methods, Numerical simulations). If instead TMS of
TPJ or hMT/V5� affects interception timing by altering the in-
ternal time delays, the TMS-perturbed responses should be time
shifted relative to the control responses by an amount that does
not depend on motion duration.

Our protocols were also aimed at testing whether hMT/V5�
or TPJ are specialized for specific types of motion. In particular,
the hypothesis that TPJ is specialized for visual gravitational mo-
tion (Indovina et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2008) predicts that TMS
of this region should affect preferentially interception of targets
accelerated downward by gravity. In contrast, one would expect
that hMT/V5� is not specialized for gravity, and TMS of this area
should affect interception of accelerating and decelerating targets
to a comparable extent, independent of gravity effects and mo-
tion direction (vertical or horizontal).
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Figure 3. Simulations of TMS effects on interception timing. Continuous curves: predicted
time shifts (
�, ordinates) of the TMS-perturbed responses relative to the control responses are
plotted as a function of the distortion (sv) of the visual estimate of target speed (bottom abscis-
sae) theoretically produced by TMS. Target speed is correctly estimated for sv � 1, whereas it is
overestimated for sv � 1. Curves labeled 1– 4 correspond to motion durations 890 –700 ms,
respectively. Dashed-line: predicted time shifts are plotted as a function of the change of inter-
nal time delays (top abscissae) theoretically produced by TMS. Here all the curves corresponding
to the 4 different motion durations coincide exactly.
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Interception of vertically moving targets
In this series of experiments, subjects intercepted a ball descend-
ing along the vertical with constant acceleration ( g targets) or
deceleration (�g targets).

Unperturbed interception
The results obtained in the control conditions were similar to the
previous findings obtained during fMRI experiments with a sim-
ilar task (Indovina et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2008). The timing
errors TE (response time relative to actual arrival time of the
target) for g targets were significantly different from those for �g
targets ( p � 10�3, two-sample t test over all subjects and exper-
iments). Mean TE was �11.5 ms (� 4.8 SEM) for g trials, and
�93.2 ms (� 9.2 SEM) for �g trials, indicating an interception
timing more accurate in the former than in the latter case (In-
dovina et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2008). Moreover, TE for g trials
was independent of target motion duration MD (F(3,140) � 0.135;
p � 0.94), whereas TE for �g trials was increasingly negative with
increasing MD (F(3,140) � 9.68; p � 10�3).

Off-line TMS protocol
In a first series of experiments (protocol 1), low-frequency repet-
itive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) was applied after
the execution of the pre-rTMS control blocks of trials and before
the execution of post-rTMS blocks of trials (see Fig. 2A). These
experiments were designed to interfere with the activity of tar-
geted neural populations throughout the trial duration of post-
rTMS blocks. The target sites were either TPJ or hMT/V5� of the
right hemisphere in two different groups of subjects (between-
group design, see Materials and Methods). In a subset of these
subjects, the stimulation was applied to both target sites in se-
quential order during the same experiment, with a 30 min recov-
ery period in-between (within-group design).

Between-group rTMS effects on interception trials. Stimulation
of the two target sites showed a very different selectivity for g and
�g targets: rTMS on TPJ significantly affected the interception of
g targets but not that of �g targets, whereas rTMS on hMT/V5�
significantly affected the interception of both g and �g targets
(Fig. 4, Table 2). For area hMT/V5�, the ensemble average of

TE (difference between the TE values in post-rTMS trials and
the corresponding values in pre-rTMS control trials, averaged
over all trials and MD) was not significantly different between g
and �g trials (paired t test, p � 0.46). Moreover, for g trials there
was no statistically significant difference between the 
TE ob-
served in the hMT/V5� and in the TPJ group (two-sample t test,
p � 0.28).

When interception timing was disrupted by rTMS, the effects
were in the same direction for TPJ and hMT/V5�: the motor
responses occurred systematically earlier than in the control tri-
als. Furthermore, these time shifts were approximately constant
and did not depend significantly on the target motion duration
(MD, see Table 2). Also, there were no significant temporal
trends of the response timing as a function of repetition, either in
the pre-rTMS control trials or post-rTMS trials, presumably be-
cause of the lack of performance feedback.

Within-group rTMS effects on interception trials. The results
obtained in the subjects who underwent sequential rTMS over
TPJ and hMT/V5� (separated by a recovery period) were very
similar to those reported above for the between-group study (Ta-
ble 2, bottom panel). Thus, rTMS on TPJ significantly affected
the interception timing for g trials, but did not significantly affect
interception of �g trials. Instead, rTMS on hMT/V5� produced
significant time shifts for both g and �g trials. As before, the time

shifts did not depend significantly on MD also in the within-
group study.

Reaction time trials. In contrast with the timing of interceptive
responses, the reaction time (RT) responses to the sudden expan-
sion of the fixation point were not significantly affected by rTMS
of the two target sites (see Fig. 4, Table 2), indicating that the
effects of TMS on TPJ and hMT/V5� were specific to the inter-
ception task.

Event-related protocols
In a second series of experiments (protocol 2 and 3), we used
double-pulse TMS (dpTMS) delivered over two different time
windows in separate sets of trials (see Fig. 2B). In dpTMS-100
trials, the pulses were delivered 100 and 200 ms after target mo-
tion onset. In dpTMS-300 trials, they were delivered at 300 and
400 ms. Thus, neural processing was presumably disrupted over
100 –300 ms after motion onset by dpTMS-100, and over 300 –
500 ms by dpTMS-300 (see Materials and Methods). In protocol
2, dpTMS were applied on TPJ, hMT/V5�, or vertex of the right
hemisphere in 3 different groups of subjects (between-group de-
sign) (Fig. 5, Table 3). In protocol 3, instead, dpTMS were applied
on TPJ, hMT/V5�, or sham-TPJ of the left hemisphere in one
group of subjects (within-group design) (Fig. 6, Table 4).

We found that dpTMS-100 on either TPJ or hMT/V5� al-
tered the timing of interception in the same direction as in pro-
tocol 1, regardless of the stimulated hemisphere. In both proto-
cols 2 and 3, dpTMS-100 on TPJ significantly affected the
interception of g targets but not that of �g targets, whereas
dpTMS-100 on hMT/V5� significantly affected the interception
of both g and �g targets. In particular, for area hMT/V5�, 
TE
was significantly greater for �g trials than g trials in protocol 2
(paired t test, p � 0.01), whereas there was no significant differ-
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Figure 4. Interception of vertically moving targets (protocol 1). rTMS was applied over right
TPJ (A) or hMT/V5� (B). Bar graphs report mean differences (�SEM) of the timing errors (TE)
between post-rTMS and pre-rTMS trials, pooled across all trials of all subjects. Negative (posi-
tive) values of 
TE correspond to responses earlier (later) than the control responses. Gray: �g
trials; black: g trials; white: RT trials. Statistically significant effects are indicated with asterisks:
*p � 0.05; **p � 0.001 (repeated-measures ANOVA).
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ence between these two 
TEs in protocol 3 (paired t test, p �
0.46), as in the case of protocol 1.

When interception timing was disrupted, the motor responses
tended to occur systematically earlier than in the control trials,
the time shifts being independent of target speed and MD. It
should be also noted that the size of the effects of dpTMS of
hMT/V5� was not significantly different in the subgroup of sub-
jects (n � 5) for which the visual illusion of moving phosphenes
was verified before the experiment with single pulses of TMS,
compared with the remaining subjects (two-sample t test, p �
0.05).

In contrast, the timing of interception was not altered signif-
icantly by dpTMS-300 on TPJ and hMT/V5�, suggesting that the
critical time window is within the first 300 ms of target motion.
Finally we found that TMS stimulation of the vertex or sham-
TMS over the TPJ site did not affect significantly the interception
timing, indicating that the timing shifts we observed with TMS of
TPJ and hMT/V5� could not be accounted by nonspecific effects
of TMS.

Quantitative analysis of the relationship between TMS effects and
target kinematics
As we remarked at the outset, the relationship between the time
shifts induced by TMS and target kinematics is critical to discrim-
inate between alternative hypotheses about the role of TPJ and
hMT/V5� in interception timing. Thus, we performed addi-
tional quantitative analyses on the subset of data that showed
significant TMS effects on motor timing to test these hypotheses
more directly. First, we used regression analyses to determine
whether the response time shifts (
TE) induced by TMS were
related linearly and/or quadratically to the target motion dura-
tion (see Eq. 1 in Materials and Methods). In agreement with the
results of the ANOVAs reported in Tables 2– 4, we found no
significant ( p � 0.05) linear and/or quadratic trends of 
TE with
either target motion duration or initial speed for both g and �g
trials (Fig. 7). This negative result was obtained regardless of
whether the data were pooled together across all experimental
protocols or they were drawn separately from each experimental
protocol and TMS location. In addition, we performed the same
regression analysis using all single trials data of each individual,
thus taking into account the intertrial variability associated with
open-loop responses, which was fairly high as the mean range of
TE across subjects and control conditions was 153.9 ms and 120.1
ms for �g and g trials, respectively. As expected, we generally did
not find any significant dependence of the TMS effects on target
motion duration with the exception of only 4 of the 54 regres-
sions tested.

Next, we analyzed the relationship between perturbed TE and
unperturbed TE across all trials. If the TMS effects are indepen-

dent of target kinematics, the perturbed responses should be off-
set relative to the unperturbed responses by a roughly constant
amount, and the relationship between perturbed TE and unper-
turbed TE should be described by a line with unity slope and
significant offset from the origin. If instead the TMS effects are
dependent on target kinematics, the slope of the linear regression
should be significantly different from unity or the relationship
should be nonlinear. We found that the first scenario best de-
scribes our data (Fig. 8). The data are well fitted by a regression
line with slope not significantly different from unity ( p � 0.51)
and intercept significantly offset from the origin ( p � 10�3). The
intercept corresponds to the mean 
TE (�21.18 ms) across all
data. The regression parameters computed separately for g trials
were not significantly different ( p � 0.65, two sample t test) from
those for �g trials (slope � 1.035 and 1.008, intercept � �21.32
and �21.02 ms for g and �g trials, respectively). Moreover, the
regression parameters computed separately for the shortest MD
were not significantly different ( p � 0.48, two sample t test) from
those for the longest MD (slope: 1.05 and 1.005, intercept: �16.8
and �20.8 ms for MD � 700 ms and MD � 890 ms, respectively).
Thus, the regression analysis confirmed the result that the time
shifts induced by TMS were independent of target kinematics.

Finally, we compared the experimental responses TM (time of
occurrence of the button press relative to the time of target mo-
tion onset) with the responses TM* predicted by threshold-based
interception models (see Numerical simulations in Materials and
Methods). These models are obviously limited in so far as they
neglect possible nonlinearities and cross talks. Nevertheless, also
the modeling results were consistent with the ANOVA and re-
gression analyses. We found that TM values for both the control
and TMS trials were predicted accurately by using the internal
gravity model for g trials and the tau model for �g trials: mean
RMSE was 15 ms (� 3 ms SD) and 14 ms (� 2 ms) in the control
and TMS trials, respectively (corresponding to �2% of TM val-
ues). In this approach, the speed distortion factor (sv) was set to 1
corresponding to no speed distortion, whereas the value of inter-
nal delay (�) was best-fitted. Best-fitting � for TMS trials was
significantly ( p � 10�3) lower than that for control trials: � was
114 � 17 ms (mean � SD) and 136 � 26 ms for TMS and control
trials, respectively. The mean 
� value (�22 ms) between TMS
and control trials closely matched the mean time shift 
TE (�21
ms) found experimentally. Moreover, the mean 
� value for g
trials was not significantly different ( p � 0.21) from the corre-
sponding value for �g trials. In contrast, best-fitting the TMS
data with a variable sv and a constant � (the same as in the con-
trol) yielded sv values for g trials significantly different ( p �
10�3) from those for �g trials, and more importantly the re-
sponses TM* predicted by this model depended significantly

Table 2. Summary table of the ANOVA results applied to protocol 1 data

TPJ group hMT/V5 � group

Trial type 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20) 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20)

Between-group design
�g 2.6 (7.1) 0.11 0.12 �16.3 (7.2) 4.67* 0.3
g �15.3 (4.1) 12.7** 0.36 �22.7 (5.6) 19.01** 2.14
RT �4.1 (7.7) 0.25 0.1 �2.0 (6.6) 0.13 2.92

Within-group design
�g �3.7 (7.0) 0.27 0.49 �18.3 (8.1) 4.58* 0.28
g �27.5 (2.9) 80.0** 0.44 �25.3 (5.2) 23.6** 1.0
RT �9.6 (5.9) 2.8 1.4 �7.4 (5.9) 1.7 1.6

Along with the mean 
TEs (� SEM) computed over all trials and target motion duration (MD), we report the F ratios of the main effect of TMS and its interaction with the MD (TMS � MD), testing the overall effect of TMS on the response
timing and its dependence on the MD, respectively. Statistically significant effects are indicated in bold. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.001.
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( p � 10�3) on MD, in contrast with the lack of such dependency
for the experimental responses TM. These results are consistent
with the hypothesis that TMS of TPJ and hMT/V5� affected the
interception responses of the present experiments mainly by al-
tering internal time delays.

Interception of horizontally moving targets
The preferential effect of TMS of TPJ on the interception of g
targets is consistent with the hypothesis that TPJ activity is spe-
cialized for visual gravitational motion (Indovina et al., 2005;
Miller et al., 2008). However, in the experiments presented so far,
the apparent effect of gravity was associated invariably with an
accelerated motion of the target. Therefore, TPJ activity might
reflect either gravitational motion or accelerated motion. To ad-
dress this potential confound, we tested 6 subjects (who had pre-
viously participated in the vertical motion paradigms) in the in-
terception of a motorcycle traveling along a horizontal road with
the same constant acceleration or deceleration as that of the ver-
tically moving ball.

Unperturbed interception
The pattern of the responses recorded in the control trials was
different from that of the control trials recorded for the intercep-
tion of vertically moving targets. The responses to horizontal
targets tended to be late relative to target arrival time (recall that
the responses to vertical targets tended to be early). Moreover, the
mean TE for accelerated targets was not significantly different
from that for decelerated targets ( p � 0.072, two-sample t test
over all subjects and the control conditions of the two experimen-
tal sessions). Mean TE was 40.87 ms (� 2.4 SEM) for accelerated
trials, and 51.04 ms (� 4.98 SEM) for decelerated trials. TE for
accelerated and decelerated trials showed, however, different
trends with respect to the target motion duration (MD), because
TE for accelerated trials was independent of MD (F(3,44) � 0.732;
p � 0.538), whereas TE for decelerated trials depended signifi-
cantly on MD (F(3,44) � 8.501; p � 10�3).

Effects of rTMS
The effect of stimulating TPJ was very different from that of
stimulating hMT/V5� in the case of horizontal targets. rTMS of
TPJ did not affect significantly the interception timing of either
accelerated or decelerated targets (Fig. 9, Table 5). Instead, rTMS
of hMT/V5� altered significantly the response timing for both
accelerated and decelerated targets, by inducing earlier responses
compared with control responses, similarly to what we reported
for the interception of vertical targets. The time shifts determined
by TMS were not statistically different between the accelerated
and decelerated trials (paired t test, p � 0.92). Furthermore, the
time shifts did not depend significantly on the target motion
duration.

The results with horizontal motion, together with those with
vertical motion, suggest that TMS over TPJ affects preferentially
the interception of gravitational motion, whereas TMS over
hMT/V5� affects the interception of moving targets regardless of
the acceleration (positive or negative) and the direction of mo-
tion (vertical or horizontal).

Effects of TMS on motor variability
It has been suggested that, in some conditions, TMS may intro-
duce noise in neural activity at the targeted site (Mochizuki et al.,
2005). In theory, neural noise might lead to increased variability
of the motor responses. Thus, for each experimental protocol and
target acceleration, we compared the distributions of SDs of TE
(computed separately for each subject and MD), in control and
TMS conditions. We found that TMS did not affect significantly
the variability of the interception responses, except in 2 out of 32
tested cases. Response variability was significantly increased
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p � 0.05) in one case ( g trials of
dpTMS-100 of the right TPJ, protocol 2), whereas it was signifi-
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Figure 5. Results of protocol 2. dpTMS was applied over right TPJ (A), hMT/V5� (B), or
vertex (C). Bar graphs report mean differences (�SEM) of TE between either dpTMS-100 or
dpTMS-300 trials and no-TMS control trials, pooled across all trials of all subjects. Other conven-
tions as in Figure 4.
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cantly decreased in the other one (�g trials after 1 Hz rTMS of the
right TPJ, protocol 1).

Discussion
To correlate motor response time with target kinematics, we used
a wide range of target motion parameters resulting in a wide
range of response times. We found that, when TMS disrupted
motor timing, it anticipated the responses by an amount inde-
pendent of target kinematics. TMS effects were specific to the

interception task, because reaction-time responses were not sig-
nificantly affected. We interpret our results as consistent with the
hypothesis that neural activity in hMT/V5� and TPJ can feed
downstream regions not only with visual-motion information,
but also with internal timing signals used for interception at
destination.

Although the effects on motor timing were in the same direc-
tion regardless of whether hMT/V5� or TPJ was targeted, these
regions showed different selectivity for the type of target motion:
TMS of hMT/V5� affected interception of all tested motion
types, whereas TMS of TPJ affected only interception of motion
coherent with natural gravity. This finding is consistent with the
previous hypothesis that TPJ activity is specialized for visual grav-
itational motion (Indovina et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2008). TPJ
might gate visual-motion information according to its congru-
ence with an internal model of the visual effects of gravity (Zago
et al., 2004).

Consistent with monkey electrophysiology (see Born and
Bradley, 2005) and human neuroimaging (see Orban et al., 2003),
several TMS studies (Beckers and Zeki, 1995; Anand et al., 1998;
Walsh et al., 1998; Hotson and Anand, 1999; Silvanto et al., 2005;
Sack et al., 2006; Laycock et al., 2007) have shown that hMT/V5�
plays a key role in visual-motion processing. TMS of this region
also affects visuomotor coordination: it reduces the spatial accu-
racy of reaching to stationary objects after adaptation to back-
ground motion (Whitney et al., 2007), and the movement speed
to catch horizontally moving targets (Schenk et al., 2005). This
latter study used a rather different task from ours, but it also
revealed a (statistically nonsignificant) reduction of movement
latency that qualitatively goes in the same direction as our time
shifts.

It is quite possible that TMS affected visual-motion processing
in the present experiments, but these effects were presumably
obscured in our behavioral measures by those on motor timing.
Indeed, target speed is underestimated after TMS of hMT/V5� in
speed discrimination tasks (Matthews et al., 2001; McKeefry et
al., 2008), or lesions of hMT/V5� (Barton et al., 1996) and mon-
key MT in eye-tracking tasks (Newsome et al., 1985). Disruption
of interception timing primarily because of underestimates of
target speed predicts that perturbed responses occurred later than
unperturbed ones, the opposite of what we found. More criti-
cally, if TMS affected interception mainly by altering visual esti-
mates of target motion, perturbed responses should be time
shifted relative to control responses by an amount dependent on
target kinematics, again the opposite of what we found. Further
evidence that effects on visual-motion processing were not the
main cause of the observed time shifts is provided by the obser-
vation that very similar results were obtained with rTMS and with
dpTMS applied 100 –200 ms after target motion onset, but no
significant effect was found with dpTMS applied 300 – 400 ms
after motion onset. This last time window corresponds to 300 –

Table 3. Summary table of the ANOVA applied to protocol 2 data

TPJ group hMT/V5� group Vertex group

Trial type 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20) 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20) 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20)

TMS-100
�g �12.6 (9.1) 1.8 0.6 �23.6 (3.9) 41.7** 2.2 �1.1 (5.9) 0.03 0.09
g �33.6 (8.9) 15.1** 1.6 �7.9 (2.7) 4.7* 0.5 �4.8 (5.1) 0.93 1.4

TMS-300
�g 3.0 (10.6) 0.07 1.7 �4.8 (6.7) 0.5 1.3 �2.9 (4.6) 0.28 0.06
g �2.7 (6.8) 0.15 1.2 2.6 (3.1) 0.93 2.9 �2.2 (5.8) 0.14 0.98

The parameters reported are the same as in Table 2. Statistically significant effects are indicated in bold. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.001.
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Figure 6. Results of protocol 3. dpTMS was applied over left TPJ (A) or hMT/V5� (B), or
sham-dpTMS was applied over left TPJ (C).
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590 ms before target arrival (depending on the specific motion
duration), when visual information for timing interception is
most critical as revealed by visual-occlusion experiments (Sharp
and Whiting, 1975; Benguigui et al., 2003; Teixeira et al., 2006).
Visual motion can also affect perceptual estimates of time dura-
tions in several ways (Burr et al., 2007). Thus local adaptation of
the visual field by fast-moving stimuli selectively reduces the ap-
parent duration for stimuli presented to that position (Johnston
et al., 2006). Moreover apparent duration of visual stimuli in-
creases with increasing speed (Kanai et al., 2006). Although these
observations would predict a correlation between the time shifts
of the motor responses and target speed which we did not ob-

serve, nevertheless they are relevant to the present findings, in so
far as they point to a link between visual motion and time
estimates.

We were able to simulate TMS effects on interception timing
by means of appropriate decrements of a delay parameter (�),
which may reflect internal delays in relaying visual information to
downstream regions, as well as motor command execution time.
Best-fitting � was 136 and 114 ms in control and TMS-perturbed
trials, respectively. After we account for the neuromechanical
delay between motor cortex activation and button-press re-
sponse (�75 ms, see Materials and Methods), we estimate the
additional processing time to be �40 – 60 ms, compatible with
processing delays between visual-motion regions and motor cor-
tex in target tracking or interception (Kruse et al., 2002; Mer-
chant et al., 2004; Senot et al., 2008).

Although a motor decision is translated into a timed intercep-
tive response only within the last 100 –200 ms of target motion
(Benguigui et al., 2003; Zago et al., 2004), the value of processing
time might be preset much earlier at cortical level. This possibility
is suggested by the finding that dpTMS affected interception tim-
ing when applied 100 –200 ms after target motion onset, corre-
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Table 4. Summary table of the ANOVA applied to protocol 3 data

TPJ hMT/V5� Sham TMS

Trial type 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20) 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20) 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20)

TMS-100
�g �9.8 (6.1) 2.6 1.0 �25.0 (3.4) 26.7** 1.1 6.6 (5.2) 2.1 3.0
g �19.7 (4.9) 14.6** 0.34 �32.3 (4.6) 50.1** 0.61 �4.9 (5.7) 0.65 0.13

TMS-300
�g 0.85 (8.9) 0.01 0.44 �12.7 (7.8) 2.6 0.76 �3.4 (6.0) 0.29 0.15
g �4.8 (6.9) 0.48 1.1 �5.1 (6.6) 0.7 2.4 �4.8 (3.7) 1.8 1.9

The parameters reported are the same as in Tables 2 and 3. Statistically significant effects are indicated in bold. **p � 0.001.

Table 5. Summary table of the ANOVA applied to protocol 4 data (horizontally moving targets)

TPJ hMT/V5�

Trial type 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20) 
TE � SEM (ms) TMS F(1,20) TMS � MD F(3,20)

Decelerated �0.2 (5.1) 0.002 1.2 �10.3 (5.1) 4.7* 2.2
Accelerated 1.1 (3.3) 0.1 0.5 �9.8 (3.8) 6.1* 0.6
RT 2.2 (4.6) 0.2 2.2 4.2 (5.4) 0.5 0.06

The parameters reported are the same as in Tables 2– 4. Statistically significant effects (p � 0.05) are indicated in bold.
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sponding to 500 –790 ms before interception time. Accordingly,
some visual and motor events might be processed in parallel. In
particular, preparation of timing of the motor response might
overlap with visual-motion analysis and TTC estimates. This
agrees with observations by Merchant et al. (2004) who showed
activity related to motor timing in both area 7a and primary
motor cortex over time windows overlapping those of visual-
motion processing in the same areas.

We do not know whether the TMS-induced time shifts mimic
a physiological mechanism. However, it has been found that sub-
jects learn to intercept novel types of vertical target by shortening
or lengthening the processing time, the direction of change de-
pending on the task (Zago et al., 2004, 2005; Senot et al., 2005;
Zago and Lacquaniti, 2005a,b; Miller et al., 2008). Also, intercep-
tion timing of targets accelerating along the horizontal improves
after subjects learn to compensate for a force field acting in the
same direction on the hand, demonstrating a tight interconnec-
tion between motor learning and visual-motion processing
(Brown et al., 2007). Therefore, neural modulation of processing
time can allow adaptive control of motor timing, compensating
for erroneous TTC estimates caused by inaccurate or novel visual
information, or compensating for changes in the effector dynam-
ics as a result of fatigue, added inertia, or friction.

Neural estimates of TTC depend on the combination of target
position and motion information (Port et al., 1997; Zago et al.,
2004). Motion and positional information may first interact in
hMT/V5�: TMS of hMT/V5� (but not V1) reduces the shifts in
the perceived position of stationary objects induced by drifting
objects (McGraw et al., 2004). Interestingly, these shifts have
been interpreted as indicative of neural compensation of delays in
relaying visual motion information (De Valois and De Valois,
1991). Time shifts induced by TMS in the present experiments
also might reflect neural compensation of visual delays (Nijha-
wan, 2008). Internal time signals may arise directly in visual-

motion regions through the modulation of local horizontal con-
nections, resulting in trailing inhibition left behind by the
moving object (Ferrera and Barborica, 2006; Sundberg et al.,
2006).

Electrical microstimulation of monkey MT has been shown to
instruct learning of smooth-pursuit eye movements in a way that
mimics learning induced by real visual motion (Carey et al.,
2005). Moreover, it has been suggested that predictions about
future positions of a moving object are compared with visual
feedback, and the difference can speed or slow perceived time to
match the physics of the sensory feedback (Eagleman et al., 2005).
Indeed, TMS of hMT/V5� and posterior parietal cortex has re-
cently been shown to interfere with discrimination of the dura-
tion of visual targets (Bueti et al., 2008). Although our subjects
never reported abnormal perception associated with TMS during
the experiments, they might have internally sensed their re-
sponses as systematically late leading them to decrease � by an
approximately constant amount to compensate. Because perfor-
mance feedback was not provided, motor responses could not be
adapted to the TMS perturbations.

Neural mechanisms for timing interceptive/avoidance behav-
iors have been investigated in different animal species (Sun and
Frost, 1998; Rind and Simmons, 1999; Gabbiani et al., 2002;
Maimon and Assad, 2006; Merchant and Georgopoulos, 2006;
Preuss et al., 2006). In monkeys, MT/MST feed visual informa-
tion into posterior parietal cortex regions, such as area 7a and
LIP, which contain neurons with ramping activities whose slopes
tightly correlate with motor response timing (Merchant et al.,
2004; Maimon and Assad, 2006). The slope of such ramps is
probably shaped by spatiotemporal integration of excitatory and
inhibitory inputs related to visual-motion and motor intention
signals. We conjecture that the processing time reflects the slope
of such ramps and that hMT/V5� and TPJ exert inhibitory con-
trol on this slope. Thus, the finding that TMS elicited earlier
motor responses than in the control could be attributable to dis-
inhibitory effects produced by the virtual lesions of the two sites
(Thut et al., 2005). Population activity in these regions might
contribute signals that are readout in downstream regions (PPC
and frontal motor areas) to construct motor timing decisions
(Cook and Maunsell, 2002; Maimon and Assad, 2006; Merchant
and Georgopoulos, 2006; Gold and Shadlen, 2007). However,
Maimon and Assad (2006) found evidence for internal motor
trigger signals in LIP but not in MT/MST in a proactive task that
required reversing the motion of a target at a freely chosen time
within an assigned time window. Thus, our hypothesis applies to
interception of moving targets at destination, but not necessarily
to less constrained interceptions.

In conclusion, this study suggests that signals related to the
timing of motor responses to visual-motion stimuli may start to
be elaborated at earlier cortical stages than previously thought. It
may make sense that visual-motion areas contribute internal tim-
ing signals, because these same areas encode critical sensory in-
formation on which motor trigger decision is partly based.
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